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Error Report 1935

Error Report 1935 states that Benefits Rates Table Gross-To-Net transactions are of three varieties (001, 002, 003). As released, the transaction assembly module, PPPCTT14G, assumes that a set of transactions always begin with an 001 type transaction, which is incorrect. Both 002 and 003 transactions may stand alone.

With this release, 002 and 003 type transactions may now be processed alone.

Service Request 80980

This Release affects a System wide bargaining unit and as usual all Campuses are required to install all programs and Control Table updates included in this Release.

Service Request 80980 asks that firefighter titles previously identified by having a Title Unit Code of ‘TX’ and Special Handling Code of ‘F’ now be identified by having a Title Unit Code of ‘FF’ and a Special Handling Code of ‘F’ (i.e. 56 hour Firefighters). In July of 2004 a new firefighter bargaining unit was certified and designated as Unit FF. Previously, the affected firefighter titles were part of the TX Technical Unit.

This release addresses modifications to the Payroll Personnel System such that all codes specifying Title Unit Code ‘TX’ and Special Handling Code of ‘F’ will now specify Title Unit Code ‘FF’ and Special Handling Code of ‘F’.

With this Release these modifications have been made.
Programs

PPCTT14G

This module is called by PPP004 and is the Benefits Rates Table Gross-to-Net Rates/Amount Table transaction assembly module. It has been modified so that 002 and 003 type transactions may be processed alone.

PPCTTRRE

This module is called by PPP004 for the editing and update of Step Based Rate Information fields related to UPAY792. Program PPCTTRRE has been modified such that selection based upon Title Unit Code equal to “TX” has been replaced by Title Unit Code equal to “FF”.

PPGRSCOH

This module is called during the Gross Payment Development (PPP390) process to handle Cancellations, Overpayments and Hand-Drawn Checks. Program PPGRSCOH has been modified such that selection based upon Title Unit Code equal to “TX” has been replaced by Title Unit Code equal to “FF”.

PPGRSERN

This module is called during the Gross Payment Development process to calculate and accumulate the various grosses and hours associated with a Current Activity PAR. Program PPGRSERN has been modified such that selection based upon Title Unit Code equal to “TX” has been replaced by Title Unit Code equal to “FF”.

PPGRSPAR

PPGRSPAR is called by PPP390 to perform final maintenance prior to preliminary PAR record issuance. Program PPGRSPAR has been modified such that selection based upon Title Unit Code equal to “TX” has been replaced by Title Unit Code equal to “FF”.

PPLVHRS

This module is called during the Gross Payment Development (PPP390) process to handle various points of leave hours accrual. Program PPLVHRS was modified such that the work leave history key was built with the value “FF” instead of “TX”.

PPP300 and PPTIME

Program PPP300 is the Timesheet Development process and module PPTIME provides similar services to the Online Timesheet Development processes performed by PPP320 and PPP330. Both PPP300 and PPTIME have been modified such that selection based upon Title Unit Code equal to “TX” has been replaced by Title Unit Code equal to “FF”.

Control Table Updates

The following tables are being updated by this Release and affect all Firefighter titles previously designated as TX:

- Gross-to-Net Table
- Data Element Table
- Benefits Rates Table
- Bargaining Unit Table
- Code Translation Table

Refer to Installation Instructions.
**Installation Instructions**

A separate Installation Instructions document is provided with this release

**Test Plan**

A separate Test Plan document is provided with this release

Campuses are encouraged to perform any other desired local testing.

**Timing of Installation**

The installation of this release is Date Mandated. Installation must be completed after monthly maintenance to begin November and prior to the first compute for November earnings.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any technical questions, please send electronic mail to Susan.Isaacs@ucop.edu or call at (510) 987-0465. If there are functional questions, please send electronic mail to Carrie Gatlin of the Human Resources and Benefits Office. She can be reached by electronic mail at Carrie.Gatlin@ucop.edu or via telephone at (510)287-3837.

Susan Isaacs

cc: Jerry Wilcox